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Staging and lighting alone was estimated at USD$1 3 million Korean electronics brand was contracted as the tour's official
sponsor, who provided electronics for the members and touring staff on the dates.. In Taiwan, all 22,000 tickets of their 2 shows
were sold out within just a few hours.. Live Nation president Alan Ridgeway stated, 'We are very happy that we are working
with YG Entertainment and Big Bang to show [our work] to worldwide K-pop fans.

In total, an estimated 800,000 fans worldwide attended the tour Big Bang performing in Singapore In support of their fifth
extended Korean-language EP, and their fourth Japanese-language studio album of, released February 29 and March 28, 2012,
respectively, Big Bang's record label announced that the group intended to hold a world tour in partnership with tour promoter,
visiting Asia, North America, South America and Europe.. Adobe acrobat free download This marks the first time the group has
conducted a worldwide concert tour.
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The group held 48 shows in total from 2012 to 2013, visiting all over Asia, North America, South America, and Europe. Bengali
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 US-based visual contents company Possible Productions was hired to create the Alive tour's custom backdrops. Unduh Aplikasi
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Due to strong demand from fans in the United States, two additional concert dates in both Los Angeles and New Jersey,
November 2 and November 8, were added.. The team described the concept as a 'bleak futuristic world [that could only be]
saved by Big Bang.. It promotes the group's fifth Korean-language EP, (as well as their fourth Japanese-language studio album
of ), across four continents: Asia, North America, South America and Europe.. Commercial performance [ ] Tickets for the
group's world tour, which kicked off in Seoul in March 2012, sold out faster than Live Nation had anticipated.. ' A
representative for YG Entertainment followed this with, 'We are working hard to hold the best concert with the best production
team to equal the anticipation of the world fans who are waiting for the first concert they will get to meet Big Bang.. The group
hired choreographer and creative director to direct the show The tour was officially sponsored. e828bfe731 Update Skype For
Mac
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